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iChannel Roadmap
❑ iChannel was developed in the late 90’s

❑ It has retained a lot of aspects of how applications were developed in that era

❑ As we’ve added features and modules, it has complicated the platform

❑The roadmap for iChannel is focused on three main tenets:

❑ Re-establish the “one click” philosophy that saves our clients so much time and money when managing 

documents

❑ Listen to our clients and prioritize the security, features, fixes and integrations important to their business

❑ Update the platform where we can to eliminate “Frankenstein-ing” and modernize the framework



“One Click” = User Experience

❑ iChannel’s advantage over competitors is the simplicity of the interface, and the 

majority of actions taking one click

❑ Many clients report a savings of hundreds of thousands of dollars a year just due to a 

reduction in the time it takes for repeatable tasks like tax returns

❑As iChannel’s features grew, the interface became more complex and more 

actions required multiple clicks and multiple screens

❑ CRM Module

❑ Documents Module

❑ Portal



UI/UX Redesign
❑User Interface (UI) describes the look and feel of an application

❑User Experience (UX) describes the function and flow of tasks within the 

application

❑Both the UI and UX within iChannel are dated

❑ In January, Conarc formed a team to overhaul the UI/UX

❑ Katie Turcotte (you’ll meet her in the UI/UX Session)

❑ Discovery Phase completed in March, included stakeholder interviews around the country

❑ Currently in the Design Phase—focus on CRM, Document Modules and Portal



UI/UX Redesign
❑The goal is to make iChannel look and behave like a modern, enterprise-level 

web application

❑ Menu redesign and streamlining

❑ Consistent design and user flows

❑ Intuitive functionality

❑ Simpler interface

❑ Customizable pallet

❑Development phase to follow

❑Big release rather than a piecemeal effort



RIP FoxPro
❑FoxPro was a data-centric language, an early adopter of the Object-Oriented 

platform and was the choice of developers…in the late ‘90s

❑Microsoft stopped updates in 2007, ended support in 2015

❑At one time, the entire database and presentation layers of iChannel were in 

FoxPro

❑Challenges include:

❑ Supporting old code

❑ Memory leaks

❑ Error handling

❑ Reporting and data retrieval



FoxPro to SQL and .NET
❑Microsoft .NET and the .NET Framework is the choice for high traffic web applications

❑Office for the Web, GoDaddy, Salesforce, Intuit all use it

❑40% of enterprise applications use Microsoft SQL

❑ The majority of the FoxPro databases in iChannel have been moved to SQL

❑Most of the Business Services layer in iChannel has moved to .NET, and all new 

development

❑ Areas like Portal, Activities, Document options have been redeveloped in .NET

❑ CRM, Documents areas and Projects are next in line

❑ Finally, the actual iChannel executable (runs quietly on your server)

❑ FoxPro will be completely eliminated by the end of 2019



Update Process
❑Agile Product Increment

❑ Smaller, more manageable updates allow users to update as they see features or bug fixes they want

❑ Keeps versions of iChannel out in the field closer to current

❑Automated QA Testing & Release Build

❑ Each sprint has tasks to put more and more iChannel code into automated testing

❑ More accurate than developer unit testing and able to be run quickly and repeatedly

❑ Independent User Group testing

❑ Developers test their code with an inherent bias

❑ New User Group Testing Team tests each release without a knowledge of how it’s coded

❑New Customization process

❑ Process around how customizations are done. Ensures retention of feature between 

updates

❑ Documenting all customizations and reviewing them prior to updates



Security
❑When a document management system maintains documents with the highest 

level of PII, security is the utmost importance

❑Two-Factor authentication is now available in both iChannel and the Portal

❑ Final step needed for HIPAA compliance

❑All communication interfaces updated from Transport Layer Security v1.0 to 

TLS v1.2

❑SOC 2 being analyzed

❑ Plan is to begin process of getting SOC 2 Certification Letter in December

❑ Will need to be renewed annually



Security
❑Third Party Security Team (Synopsys) hired to perform monthly Penetration Tests

❑Each month, vulnerabilities are classified

❑Critical, High, Medium, Low, Minimal

❑Each Sprint, the Critical, High and Medium vulnerabilities are prioritized and fixed

❑When vulnerabilities are found, Pen Test is performed again at the close of the 

Sprint to confirm they have been closed

❑ In the last 3 Sprints, 19 vulnerabilities were closed, including 10 Critical, 

High or Medium. None remain after re-test.



Enhancement Review
❑Each month, team conducts a review of all requested enhancements from our 

clients

❑Since the last User’s Conference, we have reviewed 150 enhancement requests

❑ 97 have been accepted and put into future Sprints

❑ 59 have been completed since October and added into the latest release

❑Enhancement requests can be submitted at the Conarc Support Desk in the 

“Feature Requests” Community



New Features
❑Salesforce integration

❑ Client and Contact details can be automatically, real-time created and synchronized in 

iChannel

❑Two-Factor authentication

❑ Requires a second authentication code to be entered after logging in

❑ Code sent via email, future enhancement to allow code to be sent via text message

❑Deprecated SQL 2009 reports converted to SQL 2012



New Features
❑Enhancements to Merge PDF functionality

❑ Features mimic those found in PDFlyer

❑New File Routing

❑ Completely rewrote the aging DPPServer application to more efficiently & effectively route files

❑ New interface is more intuitive and reliable, easier to understand how routing is configured

❑Global Search changed to “Include Inactive”



New Features
❑Workflow Rollover Tool

❑ A variety of parameters you can set to perform rollovers yourself

❑ We’ll continue to grow this tool as the need for custom rollovers are revealed



New Features
❑Workflow/Projects Notifications Enhancements

❑ Added the ability to set email notifications to be sent only when tasks are completed

❑Completely Redesigned Document Retention Module

❑ The old retention report was limited and often did not perform as expected

❑ Moved the code from FoxPro to .NET

❑ Overhauled user flow so parameters are set, documents found. User exports the list or 

selects those to archive/delete

❑ More “one-click” features to quickly find documents nearing or at retention policy



New Features



New Features

❑Browser agnostic

❑ IE, Chrome, Safari and Firefox are all now compatible

❑ iChannelDesk needs to run on the desktop for non-IE browsers

❑Automation!

❑ Lots of new automation around Workflows, Documents and 3rd party 

integrations

❑ Attend the Automation & Integrations Session for more



Coming Soon
❑Scheduled in Upcoming Sprints

❑ Replicate features found in SuraLink

❑ Enhancing integration with SurePrep, Booqee and Caseware to allow documents to move 

back and forth between iChannel and their binders

❑ Templatized client document requests from Portal and “rollover” ability

❑ Overhaul of all Notifications

❑ Saving emails by dragging to iChannelDesk

❑ Create new DocuSign documents from a Docusign Template

❑ Pre-populating CRM data into standard forms (W-9, 1040, I-9, etc.)

❑ “Eyeball” icon to view password

❑ Enhancement to “Documents” tab in Projects to allow filtering on all documents

❑ Allow clients to update their own CRM data from the Portal

❑ “Next Generation” browser compatibility (Microsoft Chromium)



Long Term Vision: Yellow Jacket
❑When designing a new application, you give it an animal code name

❑Yellow Jacket is an entire redesign of iChannel

❑ Database Layer

❑ Business Services Layer

❑ Presentation Layer (adopt the new UI/UX)

❑Entirely Cloud-based, with an option for on-premise

❑ Quick provisioning feature

❑ Ease of horizontal and vertical growth at client admin request

❑ New implementations in minutes, not weeks

❑ Transparent updates

❑ “Future Proof” platform design

❑ Keep ability to customize but follow a prescribed process so they are retained in updates

❑ True Mobile application



Questions & Discussion



Contact Me:

Brian Gage, PMP® CSPO®

iChannel Product Owner

▪ brian.gage@conarc.com

▪ (404) 992-0298


